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1 Introduction: The role of conferences in research
and practice

With their foundations in Ancient Greek symposia, progression to eighteenth-century
French salons and coffeehouses, up to modern incarnations of large-scale international
meetings, conferences have a rich history of bringing scholars together to communicate new
views, opinions, and research findings (Nicolson, 2017; Roche, 2022). Conferences are not
only significant vehicles for generating scientific and societal impact (Hauss, 2021), but are
critical in shaping professional identities (Kuzhabekova and Temerbayeva, 2018).
Consequently, researchers are often expected to attend conferences as a central part of their
career progression (Egri, 1992; Kriwy et al., 2013; Sousa and Clark, 2017), in order to network,
collaborate, and ultimately boost their productivity and creativity while sustaining and
supporting subfields of research (Coser, 1997; Gross and Fleming, 2011; Campos et al., 2018).

There is an argument that conference attendance is by its nature “egoistic,” with
researchers being able to visit “wonderful places, partly or wholly financed by our
employers” while furthering career prospects by connecting with “people who might
have powers to open doors” (Edelheim et al., 2018, p. 98). The conferences themselves
can often be “a darn good party, with dancing, music, good food and drinks, and [. . .] the
company of like-minded people” (Edelheim et al., 2018, p. 98). The varied accounts of why
researchers attend conferences span the range “from secret affair to dull duty,” and include
niche reasons such as “seeing friends, hotel swimming pools, tourism, heavy drinking or the
taking of drugs” (Parker andWeik, 2014, p. 169–170). Equally, conference attendance can be
rooted in something far nobler, the taking of a stand, on some of the grandest stages available
to research communities to call for “renewed commitment to responsive, equitable, and
inclusive practice” (Brown et al., 2020, p. 1). Overall, however, not enough research has been
conducted on the impact of conferences or the motivations and needs of the conference
delegates themselves (Rowe, 2018; Hauss, 2021). Conferences should be places where the
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“cutting edge of new conceptual thoughts, research and views are
presented, discussed and debated” (Hobson, 1993, p. 115). Despite
their importance to research, conferences are plagued by a lack of
inclusion, with some people made to feel uncomfortable or
intimidated, or actively discriminated against (Settles &
O’Connor, 2014; Biggs et al., 2018; Timperley et al., 2020).

Judd and McKinnon (2021) present a detailed map of
inclusion in science communication and highlight how a key
challenge for the field is the absence of universally accepted
definitions for inclusion, diversity, equality, and equity. More
broadly, even the role of inclusion in education is contested,
with tensions between different interpretations around the
world, and no unifying definition (Banks, 2022). Despite
societal impact being difficult to define (Bornmann, 2013),
one aspect of inclusion that is uncontested is its immense
benefit for research, education, and society (Hong and Page,
2004; Puritty et al., 2017; Grier, 2020). Inclusion is best served
by defining it within the context in which it is being discussed.
For the fields of science communication, citizen science, and
public engagement, inclusion might be considered conceptually
“as a process of cultural boundary crossing and exchange”
(Bevan et al., 2020, p. 8). In practical terms, inclusion can be
defined as “the early and active engagement of a wide range of
actors and stakeholders to take their needs and concerns into
account from start to finish” (Achiam et al., 2022, p. 2).
Conferences are already places of immense privilege but for
truly “socially inclusive science communication” it should
happen “where people spend most of their time—within their
communities” (Streicher et al., 2014, p.1). Geographical,
environmental, and financial barriers have long hindered
researchers from attending conferences (Grémillet, 2008;
Timperley et al., 2020). Parker and Weik (2014) alluded to
the myriad personal barriers that exist—for many to attend
conferences “it is necessary to leave someone else with the
burden of care” (p. 170). As conferences are integral spaces
for research communities to come together, better inclusive
practices for researchers and conferences will result in a
fundamental outcome of inclusion that leads to countless
subsequent benefits—the strengthening of community (Quick
and Feldman, 2011).

As with all established fields of research, the domains of citizen
science, science communication, and public engagement have
conferences that are central to their communities. Citizen science
is most commonly considered an approach to scientific research that
incorporates people or groups who do not identify as professional
scientists (Bonney et al., 2009; Silvertown, 2009), as well as being a
field of research in its own right (Kullenberg and Kasperowski,
2016). Science communication, a field of both practice and research,
involves the exchange of knowledge, often between scientific experts
and public audiences (Burns et al., 2003; Trench, 2008; Bultitude,
2011), while public engagement is understood to be a practice that
also involves various publics in science (Rowe and Frewer, 2005;
Stilgoe et al., 2014). There are a number of similarities and synergies
among the fields, and together, they have the potential to strengthen
trust between science and society (Golumbic et al., 2020; Roche et al.,
2023).

In 2023, some of the largest and most important citizen
science, science communication, and public engagement

conferences took place within a 3-month period from April to
June. The conferences are organised and attended by
communities of researchers and practitioners who have
identified inclusion as either being integral to their values or
an area that needs more consideration. This paper explores how
issues of inclusivity were discussed at those conferences. The
authors of the paper are all members of the Science & Society
Research Group at Trinity College in Dublin. As well as
comprising researchers who regularly attend the main citizen
science, science communication, and public engagement
conferences, the group is based in a School of Education
that has its values rooted in inclusion, equity, and social
justice, making the group ideally placed to critique the
conferences and reflect on how issues of inclusion are
currently being tackled.

2 Inclusion at conferences in 2023

Four international conferences in the fields of citizen
science, science communication, and public engagement were
held between April and June 2023: the PCST, C*Sci, EUSEA, and
Ecsite conferences. The largest science communication
conference is the biennial conference of the PCST (the Public
Communication of Science and Technology) Network,
(Featherstone, 2014; Treffry-Goatley, 2014; Wang and Liu,
2016; Joubert et al., 2019), with sixteen conferences on six
continents since 1989 (Fayard et al., 2004; Gascoigne et al.,
2010). PSCT 2023 took place in Rotterdam from April 12th to
14th. The theme of the conference was Creating Common
Ground, and included five sub-themes: values, openness,
inclusiveness, collaboration, and expertise. Examples of
conference sessions where inclusion was discussed include
the following: ‘From goodwill to inclusive and equitable
practices–an introduction to inclusive science engagement’,
‘Citizen science and scientific communication: toward a more
inclusive pattern’, and ‘Reflections on justice, equity, diversity,
inclusivity and decolonising science communication’.

The following month, C*Sci 2023 took place in Tempe, Arizona,
from May 22nd to 26th. C*Sci is the main conference of the (US)
Citizen Science Association (Storksdieck et al., 2016; Roche and
Davis, 2017). Examples of conference sessions where inclusion was
discussed include the following: ‘Inclusion, Equity, and Accessibility
in Large-scale Projects: Successes, failures, and not-yets’ and
‘Designing for Action and Impact, Practices for Justice, Equity,
Diversity, and Inclusion, Building Relationships and Community
Trust’.

As well as the flagship biennial conferences in the fields of citizen
science and science communication taking place weeks apart in 2023,
there were also two annual science engagement conferences that
occurred around the same time. The first was the annual conference
of the European Science Engagement Association, EUSEA. Although a
smaller conference compared to the others on this list, EUSEA has an
equally strong focus on inclusion, with the first of its four values in its
mission statement being ‘Diverse and Inclusive’. #EUSEA23 took place
in Bolzano, Italy, from May 3rd to 4th.

This was followed by Ecsite 2023, the largest annual science
engagement conference in Europe (Roche et al., 2018; Mignan and
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Joubert, 2022), which took place in Valletta, Malta, from June 15th to
17th. Ecsite 2023 had a special focus on the theme of Equity &
Inclusion with all session submissions being rated against their
alignment with Ecsite’s core values of diversity and inclusiveness at
the selection stage. Examples of conference sessions where inclusion
was discussed include the following: ‘Equity and Inclusion in and
through evaluation’ and ‘Welcome, everyone: using inclusive language
in museum spaces’.

From the conference programmes, it can be seen that
inclusion was tackled to some extent at all four conferences,
which led to discussions around the role of inclusion in practice
as well as the practice of inclusion itself at conferences. During
the session on justice, equity, diversity, inclusivity, and
decolonising science communication at PCST 2023,
numerous audience members raised critical issues including
the responsibility of professionals within the mainstream to
push for meaningful action and change regarding more inclusive
science communication research and platforming, rather than
placing the burden of change-making solely on those
experiencing these injustices. Without adequately sharing this
responsibility, and seeking to forge this change as a community,
researchers and practitioners, whether inadvertently or not,
continue to perpetuate these inequalities. At Ecsite 2023, a
key session was ‘Moving the dial: integrating community
priorities into citizen science’ which tackled the challenge of
distinguishing between community science and citizen science.
This discussion around the choice of terms between citizen
science and community science also emerged at the final
plenary of #EUSEA23 in a discussion about the role of
research funders in connecting research with society and the
significance of the terms: ‘science’, ‘citizen science’, and
‘community science’.

The distinction between terms was also a recurring topic at
C*Sci 2023. The terminology in citizen science has always been a
complex issue (Eitzel et al., 2017) and the debate around why the
‘citizen’ aspect of the term might be insensitive to systematically
marginalised populations (Ellwood et al., 2023; Lin Hunter
et al., 2023) led to the Citizen Science Association (CSA)
changing the conference name to C*Sci (to include both
citizen science and community science) and rebranding the
CSA itself to become the Association for Advancing
Participatory Sciences. For participants to feel included at
conferences and to feel that their contributions matter to
their fields of research, inclusive terminology is critical
(Baeckens et al., 2020; Canfield and Menezes, 2020).
Changing the term ‘citizen science’ due to calls for greater
inclusivity is a well-supported argument. Equally valid,
however, is the argument that decades of work have been
invested in making the term ‘citizen science’ credible and
recognisable in terms of funding, resources and policy, and
abandoning it altogether might inadvertently harm the
engagement prospects of those the rebranding is trying to
reach (Haklay, 2023). Regardless of people’s position on such
arguments, what is clear for the field is that work remains to be
done: “The challenges of inclusion in citizen science reveal that
words—no matter what the terminology—and intentions—no
matter how good—are not enough” (Cooper et al., 2021,
p. 1388).

3 Discussion: Inclusive practice for
conferences

The COVID-19 global pandemic transformed conferences in
terms of accessibility, cost, and carbon emissions (Jäckle, 2021;
Medina and Shrum, 2022). Although issues of inclusion remain
around those who have internet access and access to
technology—often referred to as the digital divide (Venkat,
2001)—the overall increased accessibility and reduced
environmental impact mean that virtual conferences and hybrid
conferences are likely to become even more commonplace (Klöwer
et al., 2020; Sarabipour et al., 2021). Researchers have a responsibility
to provide climate leadership and change conference culture
(Parncutt and Seither-Preisler, 2019), while conference organisers
have a responsibility for future events to be “rooted in sustainability,
equitability and inclusion” (Niner et al., 2020, p. 253).

In science communication, citizen science, and public engagement,
many initiatives go unnoticed and unacknowledged because the people,
practices, venues, content, or context are treated as unworthy of
attention (Orthia, 2020; Finlay et al., 2021; Chiaravalloti et al.,
2022). These exclusions are further perpetuated by the academic
structures and hierarchies that conferences, and indeed most
researchers themselves, must operate within. This can discourage
and even stymie the progress of early career researchers, especially
those from underrecognised communities. Researchers on precarious
contracts are often not eligible for the same financial support to attend
conferences as senior academics. Tackling inclusion in conference
settings is not a new pursuit. The main topic of the PCST
conference in 2014 was “science communication for social inclusion
and political engagement”, while the Ecsite conference in 2014 had “at
least seven sessions devoted to social inclusion” (Massarani and
Merzagora, 2014, p. 1). Conferences are also part of the larger
academic ecosystem which, without direct intervention of its
participants, will continue to uphold and reify exclusion of
individuals, groups, and initiatives whose marginalisation has been
baked into academic practice (Henrich et al., 2010; Rubinger et al., 2020;
Judd and McKinnon, 2021).

Davies’ (2023) account of PCST 2023 thoroughly reflects the
experience of this paper’s authors and is endorsed by the group and
recommended as an exemplary conference review paper. It celebrates the
positive aspects of the conference, such as the atmosphere and the
richness of the sessions, but does not shy away from calling out the
uncomfortable topics that need to be addressed, such as the history of
oppression in science (Davies, 2023). While experiencing the largely
welcoming and friendly atmosphere, some of the co-authors of this paper
noticed an underlying hierarchy amongst attendees, as is present atmany
large-scale conferences, with the “stars and nobodies, insiders and
outsiders” (Henderson, 2015, p. 914) being treated differently. Most
egregious however were the “attempts to foreground colleagues from the
Global South,” which, especially in a dedicated plenary session, were
“exoticising, paternalistic, and disrespectful” (Davies, 2023, p. 3). To
address such issues, we need to act with “humility and courage, to reform
our approaches” (Brown et al., 2020, p. 4). The most important voices to
listen to are those tackling the biggest challenges of inclusion.
Organisations like Diversci (which is a collective of science
engagement professionals advocating for more inclusion, equity,
diversity and social justice within the science engagement
community) and SACNAS (an organisation dedicated to fostering the
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STEM success of Chicanos/Hispanics and Native Americans) continue
to advocate for the type of inclusion that conferences need to achieve.
Conferences would benefit from “the expertise of those in the majority
world or in marginalised groups”when it comes to setting an agenda for
inclusive reform (Davies, 2023, p. 3). Canfield andMenezes (2020, p. 13)
identify three key traits of inclusive science communication which must
“exist concurrently”, and can be drawn upon to recommend concrete
actions for future conferences in science communication, citizen science,
and public engagement.

1. Intentionality: At the outset, conference organisers should give
intentional consideration to the goals of the audience and detail
how the conference addresses representation, terminology, and
support, especially for underserved or underrecognised communities.

2. Reciprocity: At the planning and implementation stages,
representatives of the conference audiences should be
involved, supported, and recognised for their varied forms of
expertise to provide more diverse leadership in a cocreation
process that prioritises equal partnership.

3. Reflexivity: After the conference, a systematic evaluation should
be undertaken to assess inclusivity at all stages of the conference,
coupled with changes and recommendations to address any
identified inequities.

4 Conclusion

As with all science communication, making conferences more
inclusive may require “critically assessing current practices,
perspectives and motivations in combination with a concerted call to
action that places equity at the heart of science communication, rather
than on the periphery” (Dawson, 2014, p. 3). To achieve true inclusivity in
citizen science and science communication, radical systematic change is
needed “whereby inclusion, equity, and intersectionality ground all
research and practice” (Canfield et al., 2020, p. 2). Such change is a
continuous process that requires regular reflexivity (Dawson et al., 2022)
and conference organisers must reflect on both successes and failures
when it comes to inclusion, and actively work to make improvements.
Conference planners need to consider mobility, cost, environmental
impacts, and strive for more sustainable events. Diversity, equity,
access, and inclusion need to be embedded in the planning, financing,
marketing, scheduling, evaluation, and reporting stages of conference
development. As conference attendees, we must not settle for illusions of
progress, and instead actively confront the contemporary realities of
racism, sexism, ableism, and other forms of discrimination—biases which
are corrosive to human dignity—embedded within our fields of research
and practice and within ourselves.
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